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Hi James – From Singapore
Ivy your dealer in Singapore was kind enough to lend me a pair of Bryston Mini T's while
my (EDIT) are being repaired...totally forgot I need speaker cables as they are passive. I
will get some on Monday...anyway. Pat is very impressed regarding the looks...she fell
in love immediately even without hearing
them..so great "wife factor" !
I just got the cables and set them up...superb
sir...same tonal balance and natural sound
character as the big T's! And the bass is
exactly what I was missing before...played
some high quality vinyl...and the detail and
pace is beautiful....now we must choose the
amp...and try to find a buyer for the (EDIT).
Ivy gave me the lovely 4B for loan.....it has
indeed good power and its not too much power for the Mini Ts.
James I feel the Bryston Mini T’s provide a very natural and seamless soundstage
also...I think a 2- way just can't match that, no matter how expensive... Plus It's nice and
slim...which an active speaker can't match usually...I honestly had the (EDIT) speakers
under consideration as well...but not anymore. I blasted a few live concert
bluerays...and the soundstage is amazing..most of all, no compression even at "life"
levels. and the bass has real punch..eg the basedrum kick.. .which is so crucial to us
drummer boys! Also most of all, I am surprised at the resolution of the top end too...I
don't miss anything even compared to my active speakers!
To summarize, I would say the Bryston Mini Ts sound like a "big speaker'...and have
exactly the same attributes of the model T's - natural and seamless soundstage..and
accuracy across all listening levels...it even sounds right while listening from outside
the room..which is always my personal "test" !
Congrats to you James!
Tom Forester- Singapore

